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Abstract：In engineering design and experiment, the speed of DC motor is often controlled. The 

common way is to generate PWM wave through timer, and adjust the speed of motor according to 
duty cycle. In theory, the velocity is proportional to the duty ratio. But in practice, because of the 
resistance, friction, motor performance parameters and so on, it often appears in a certain fixed duty 
ratio, the motor speed is uncertain. At this time, the speed of the DC motor is controlled by PID, 
and the speed of the DC motor is constant by adjusting the ratio, differential and integral 
coefficient. 

Introduction： 

In the engineering practice, the speed of the DC motor is often controlled. The common practice is 
to generate PWM waves through the timer of the microprocessor, adjust the width of the positive 
pulse width, and control the speed of the DC motor. The speed is basically proportional to the width 
of the positive pulse. But if the curve is studied carefully, it is not necessarily in line with the linear 
relationship. Therefore, in order to get a constant velocity value, the method of automatic control 
must be introduced. The PID adjustment is suitable for adjusting the speed of the motor. By 
adjusting the ratio, differential and integral coefficient, the duty ratio of the PWM wave is adjusted, 
and the speed is constant. 

Hardware Design 

The system block diagram is shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the main control adopts 
STM32F103ZET6, generates PWM wave through timer TIMER1, controls TB6612 to drive DC 
motor, and uses TIMER2 to measure the speed of motor, then feedback the measurement value to 
the microprocessor, and gets the deviation by comparing the predetermined value and measured 
value. The output of the PWM wave is controlled by the deviation. Use 1.44 inch TFT to display the 
relevant information and adjust the speed of the motor with key buttons. 
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Fig 1  System block diagram 

Software Design 

In this design, it is programmed in the C language under KEIL 5. The measurement of speed is 
realized by the timer, and the PID adjustment is carried out regularly in the timer. 
The incremental PID regulation code is as follows 
int TIM1_UP_IRQHandler(void)   
{     
 if(TIM1->SR&0X0001)//5ms¶¨Ê±ÖÐ¶Ï 
 {    
    TIM1->SR&=~(1<<0);                                if(Menu_MODE==1) 
  
  { 
    Encoder=Read_Position(2);                         
 Moto=Position_PID(Encoder,Target_Position);      
  } 
   else  
if(++Flag_Velocity>2)                            { 
    Flag_Velocity=1; 
    Encoder=Read_Velocity(2);                            if(Encoder<0) 
Encoder=0; 
    Moto=Incremental_PI(Encoder,Target_Velocity);     } 
   if(delay_flag==1) 
   { 
   if(++delay_50==5)  delay_50=0,delay_flag=0;        }   
   Xianfu_Pwm();                                      
  if(Flag_Stop==0) 
   Set_Pwm(Moto); 
                Else 
                  Set_Pwm(0);                  

  Led_Flash(100);                                    
  Key();                                             
 Voltage=Get_battery_volt();                       
 }         
  return 0;    
}  
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Key control： 

void Key(void)   
{  
 int tmp,tmp2,Position_Amplitude=260,Velocity_Amplitude=15;  
 tmp=click_N_Double(50);  
  if(Menu_MODE==1)     
  { 
    if(tmp==1)Target_Position+=Position_Amplitude; 
   if(tmp==2)Target_Position-=Position_Amplitude; 
  } 
  else               
  { 
   if(tmp==1)Target_Velocity+=Velocity_Amplitude; 
   if(tmp==2)Target_Velocity-=Velocity_Amplitude; 
  } 
  if(Target_Velocity>50)Target_Velocity=50;    if(Target_Velocity<0)Target_Velocity=0;     
 tmp2=Long_Press();                    
  if(tmp2==1) Flash_Send=1;    
} 

Pwm： 

void Xianfu_Pwm(void) 
{  
   int Amplitude=7100;     
   if(Moto<-Amplitude)  

Moto=-Amplitude;  
  if(Moto>Amplitude) 

  Moto=Amplitude;   
} 

Summary 

This paper describes the method and principle of using PID to adjust the speed of DC motor, and 
gives the block diagram of the system. The working principle of the machine is explained, and a 
timer is used to measure the speed of the motor in real time. By comparing the deviations, the 
deviation is adjusted by PID, and the accurate values of P, I and D are obtained through many 
experiments. 
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